
   

   

Customs 
 

Accelerate the declaration process and 
serve your customers without borders 

The international demand for fast delivery of goods is growing, 
making logistics service providers facing major challenges. 
Goods must be transported from A to B as quickly as possible. At 
the same time, there should be no doubt about the 
completeness and accuracy of the required documents. Is data 
stored in different systems? Do you lack the overview of entries 
and results and changes in customs goods? Is it a time-
consuming task to prepare the necessary documents? 
 
Prevent incorrect data entry, minimize administrative actions and 
enhance your competitiveness by automating your customs 
processes with one integrated solution. Because with Boltrics' 
customs software you have the knowledge to meet different 
formalities. Generate the necessary documents with a push of the 
button process customs declaration automatically.  
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Streamline your custom processes with 
Boltrics’ software 

 
APD 
Easily meet the administrative  
requirements imposed by the customs  
concerning your customs warehouse. All  
goods in and goods out and mutations of  
goods are updated automatically, giving  
you continuous insight into stock  
(mutations) and enabling you to quickly  
and easily create an APD (automated  
periodic declaration) at the end of the  
month. 
 
NCTS 
Signing out T1 documents has never  
been easier: fully integrated into the  
WMS process. The check on "unloading  
permission" goes hand in hand with your  
goods in process, making sure no  
containers will be opened unauthorized.  
The layout of a T1 for Departure is also  
incorporated into the WMS process,  
including checks on going out. 
 
AGP 
When you manage excise goods for your  
clients, you are obliged to check the tax  
authorities for the inventory of these  
goods. Luckily, you do not have to spend  
a lot of time on this any longer. Because  
with our software you can easily  
automate the changes via the AGP  
statement. 
 
EMCS 
Via the Excise Movement and Control  
System (EMCS) you make a direct  
disclosure (electronic administrative  
document) via the WMS of movements  
of excisable goods under excise duty. 
The notifications to EMCS, like NCTS, are  
fully integrated into the WMS process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGS (NL) & PLDA (BE) 
Enter directly from the WMS, an import  
or export declaration in AGS for the  
Netherlands or PLDA for Belgium.  
Efficient and reliable. At a glance, you  
have an overview whether the  
declaration is complete. The applicable  
import duties and VAT are automatically  
updated in the declaration and the WMS  
documents, and therefore on the  
invoice. In addition, shipping documents  
are automatically prepared. 
 
GDB & PD (nVWA) 
Plants, fruits and animal-derived  
products or live animals that enter the  
EU must be reported to the nVWA. Via  
our WMS, you can make direct PD  
(plants) and/or GDB (animal-derived)  
pre-registrations to the nVWA be kept  
informed with the checks being made. 
 
PGTS 
Communicate transportation  
movements on and around Schiphol to  
PGTS ( Paperless Goods Tracking System)  
without physical documents via the  
Cargonaut platform. Manual messages  
are no longer needed: your PGTS stock  
will always match your WMS inventory. 
 
Portbase 
Portbase is the digital hub for the Dutch  
Ports of Rotterdam and Amsterdam,  
where many information flows come  
together. Your export and import  
preloads in the Portbase system are part  
of the WMS process.  
 
APCS & TUL 
Communication with the port of  
Antwerp and the PSA terminal for  
logistics runs directly and integrated  
with the WMS process. 


